For 9.x and up.

Request ability to add to a wiki a spoiler.

It's very useful in a HowTo environment where the spoiler will hide code that needs to be copy/pasted so the presentation is neat.

Example:

When installing my widget, you might need to copy this code to your settings:

```text
spoiler
BsetMultipleConfig
1001x1101
settings.ini
threebot4
0x32
0x64
```
The spoiler has a button allowing the user to click on the button so the user can copy/paste the code inside the spoiler. The user can also click on the spoiler for a second time to close it; allowing easy reading and hiding it when not needed.

Solution

either usage of the FADE plugin
or the title syntax: !-title

Workaround

Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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Gary Cunningham-Lee  04 Mar 16 05:40 GMT-0000

Sorry, but what is a spoiler, in this context? Can you give a link to an example?

ShowCaseSupport@projectashenfire.org  29 Mar 16 18:38 GMT-0000

http://tesalliance.org/forums/index.php/?topic/4780-script-requests/&page=14#comment-113403

Browse to middle of page or enter your search term by pressing CTRL+F.
Search term: II. Quest Preparation

At the middle of the page are REVEAL hidden contents 'bars'.
You will see green content headlines :
Quest Preparation
Story Manager
These are spoilers. When you click on them you can expand them and read them. Then click on the spoiler again and they shrink back to original condition.

Very tidy and useful when handling technical information or HowTo's.

Jean-Marc Libs 30 Mar 16 01:13 GMT-0000
I can suggest two methods. The fade plugin looks the most like your example:

This is the fade plugin

You can also fold a whole section

[+]

Until the next section

Note that you can access all plugins through the little (?) icon on the top right side of the edit textarea. Or you can add it in the toolbar of the edit sections

ShowCaseSupport@projectashenfire.org 30 Mar 16 14:29 GMT-0000
Absolutely wonderful😊

I was wondering why you asked me what a spoiler tag was.

Now I see we call it something different and why I did not see it in the plugins originally.

Thanks!
No attachments for this item

The original document is available at https://dev.tiki.org/item5835-Drop-Down-Spoilers